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Abstract —Under the Ice Ocean Sentinel System (IOSS)
project the Autonomous Ocean Systems Lab (AOSL) of
Memorial University has begun the process of producing a
prototype vessel utilizing a semi-submersible single strut hull
form. The prototype has been designed to provide tunable
stability characteristics, low relative heave motions, and
increased overall survivability when compared to current lab
scale autonomous surface craft platforms. The vehicle’s primary
mission will be to operate as a deployment platform for
oceanographic data collection and ice reconnaissance. The
secondary purpose of the prototype is to provide proof of concept
and performance data which will be used to validate the
developed numerical models. The prototype vehicle will also
provide valuable lessons learned to be applied for a full scale
vessel design. Although the vehicle has been developed as a large
scale model, it has been outfitted with a full electronics system
including controls, sensors and payloads. This prototype replaces
the traditional tank testing of a model generally associated with
new hull designs. The design of the hull, launch and recovery
considerations, and propulsion power estimates are discussed.
The paper also describes the process through which the design
was completed, the current status of the project, and the expected
outcomes of the prototype development project.
Index Terms—unmanned surface vehicle, surveillance and
reconnaissance, ODAS, semi-submersible

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he Autonomous Ocean Systems Lab (AOSL) of Memorial
University of Newfoundland is focused on developing
technologies for intelligent monitoring in the marine
environment. As part of this work, the AOSL has developed
an unmanned surface craft (USC) the SeaDragon. The USC is
designed to collect oceanographic data and examine floating
targets of interest. Of particular interest is the ability to
remotely monitor icebergs. The prototype utilizes a selfrighting small water plane single strut configuration. The
vehicle has been designed to utilize the benefit of small water
plane area and spar type floating bodies. Namely the vehicle is
expected to have reduced relative heave motions when
compared with traditional mono-hull arrangement. A
prototype vehicle is being constructed to act as a large scale
model for research purposes.

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A critical step in the design of any marine vehicle is the
development of the statement of requirements. This process
must begin with specific mission requirements which form the
basis from which all design decisions are made. The
SeaDragon has been designed to achieve the following
mission profile.
A. Mission Profile
The USC’s concept has been designed to be integrated into
the larger Ice Ocean Sentinel System. This system will
provide real time situational awareness to operations in ice
infested waters such as those off the coast of Newfoundland
Canada. As outlined in the description of the project
“The IOSS is a mobile ocean observatory system designed
to provide critical ocean information and data products for
decision-making needs in frontier, harsh and ice-prone
environments. The first application is to address situational
awareness needs for offshore oil and gas industry
operations.” [1]
To this end, the design mission is to carry an integrated data
acquisition system with the required payloads to a target of
interest, collect a dataset by navigating around the target of
interest, and return to the launch location for recovery. The
desired payloads consist of various oceanographic,
meteorological, and other scientific packages. These payloads
will be used to collect measurements of a target floating body
as well as characteristic measurements of the fluid
surrounding the target. Of particular interest is the use of the
vehicle to carry payloads which have requirements for low
relative heave motions. The quality of the data collected is be
enhanced by using a single platform capable of collecting both
above and below water measurements from a single platform.
The collected data quality will be improved by utilizing a hull
form which experiences low relative heave motions in a
seaway. The data collected by the vehicle’s payload is
intended to be used to generate a multi-dimensional geometric
model of the target floating body. A diagram of this unique
mission is shown in the figure below.
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C. Deployment Requirements
Harbour trials are to be completed from a commercial wharf
at the Marine Institute’s Holyrood Marine Base in Holyrood,
Newfoundland. This requires that the design draft is to be
restricted to 4m. All possible missions for the vehicle have
been limited to a single 8hr working day. The imposed limit to
the mission duration allows for constant visual monitoring of
the vehicle. This constant monitoring requirement is placed on
the vehicle due to the risks associated with the development
work. In addition to the logistical challenges of the
deployment, regulatory requirements must be considered. The
vehicle currently falls under the Canada Shipping Act –
Collision Regulations Rule 44 covering Ocean Data
Acquisition Systems[3]. Adherence to the requirements
described in this section of the collision regulations have also
been maintained as a minimum requirement for the vehicle.
D. Payload Requirements
The prototype USC must be capable of carrying a variety of
payloads. The target payloads for the prototype vessel are
listed below.
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TABLE 2
PROTOTYPE DESIGN PAYLOAD
Above Water

Below Water
Figure 1. Design Mission - 3D Reconstruction of Floating Body.

B. Operational Environment
Although initial trials will take place in the protected waters
of Holyrood Arm Newfoundland and Labrador, ice
reconnaissance missions will be attempted in less protected
waters. To enable these trials, consideration has been given for
operations in the North Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Newfoundland for a deployment window between March and
October. Based on previous work by potential end users of this
technology the operating environmental envelope for the
vehicle has been set as described in the table below. [2]
TABLE I
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
Min Max
Temperature
-10
30
°C
Wave Height
0
6
m
Wind Speed
0
15
m/s

During the ice reconnaissance open water trials, the vehicle
will be deployed on site from a vessel of opportunity and
transit a short distance (<1hr transit time) to the target of
interest. Upon arriving at the target body, the USC will
maintain station at a predefined standoff distance from the
target. During the data collection stage of the mission the
vehicle will maneuver around the target, at the specified
standoff distance, collecting data while underway. At the
completion of the mission the USC will return to the vessel of
opportunity and be recovered at sea, thus ending the vehicle’s
mission.

4 high resolution cameras
4 acoustic wave profiling sensors
1 Simrad 3G Radar System
Airmar Weather Station
RDI Workhorse DVL
Mechanical Scanning Sonar
CTD Sensor

The payload requirements listed above require both internal
and external volumetric space and mass allowances must be
made for the integration of the desired payloads.
These payload requirements are in addition to the items
required for vehicle operation and control. For example, the
electronics, power storage, and sensors required for navigation
and collision avoidance have not been included in the mass or
volume allowances. These vehicle systems and sensors also
require volume and mass allowances.
Based on the prescribed mission profile and the suggested
payload the following table lists the accepted mass and
volume requirements.
TABLE 3
VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
Crusing Speed
2
knots
Burst Speed
6
knots
Operational Sea State
Up to Sea State 4
Survivable Sea State
Up to Sea State 6
Above Water Internal Volume
0.1
m3
Below Water Internal Volume
0.2
m3
Below Water External Volume 0.1
m3
Above Water Mass
30
kg
Below Water Mass
60
kg
Minimum Endurance
8
hrs
Maximum Draft
5
m

III. INFLUENCE OF PREVIOUS WORK
Papadopoulos et al. have completed research detailing
methods for 3D reconstructions of partially submerged bodies

using marine craft. A suggested shortcominng of the system
used in this work was its susceptibility to exteernal disturbances
such as wave forces. [4] This work was ccompleted from a
traditional kayak hull form where the inntegration of the
payload required a large mass to be placed higgh on the vehicle.
This would tend to have a negative effect on the pitch and roll
stability of the vehicle as the center of gravityy of the vehicle is
moved higher. A more stable platform which has improved
relative motions will have a positive effect onn the outcomes of
this type of mission.
Previous work by Prada and Witzell descriibes a small water
plane autonomous spar platform used to perrsistently measure
oceanographic and environmental conditions in and around ice
fields. This work outlines the benefits of beinng able to sample
both environmental data and motion measuurements from a
single stable autonomous platform [5][6]. The small water
plane of the ASIS buoy has also been used successfully as it
allows for a stable platform to collect occeanographic and
meteorological data in high frequency w
wave fields with
minimal negative impact from the buoy motioons [7].
Griffiths et. al describe the need for persisstent autonomous
systems for oceanographic work in both thhe academic and
commercial sector [8].
Successful autonomous and unmanned sm
mall water plane
semi-submersible vehicles have been realiized by C & C
Technologies in their C-Hunter vehicle aand International
Submarine Engineering in their Dolphin andd Dorado vehicles
[9][10][11] .
Utilizing the previous work as a basis, thhe prototype USC
SeaDragon has been developed. The small w
water plane single
hull form has been selected for its low relativve heave motions
in a seaway. The vehicles internal volumes, shhown in Figure 2,
provide a large portion of the overall buoyanncy of the vehicle.
In addition to the internal volume the vehicle utilizes foam
filled buoyancy members which ensures a seelf-righting stable
platform.
This prototype attempts to maximize the aadvantages of the
semi-submersible small water plane area hull form while at the
same time avoiding the pitfalls described by previous
innovators in the field.[12] The prototype vvehicle has been
designed to operate off the coast of Newfounddland.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Hull Form
A small water plane single hull form has been selected for its
m has been used to
improved sea keeping abilities. The hull form
minimize the heave response in high frequeency wave fields
when compared to traditional displacementt hull designs of
similar displacement. The SeaDragon utillizes this design
feature to provide a stable platform for varrious payloads in
extreme weather conditions. This allows for ccollection of high
quality imaging and ranging data using bboth optical and
acoustic sensors. As shown in Figure 3, the vehicles
proportions have been designed such that thhe majority of the
volume is immersed at all times. This inncludes the three
primary buoyancy chambers as well as bothh the lower strut
and 60% of the upper strut.

Figure 2. Principle dimensions of SeaDraagon Unmanned Surface Craft.
All dimensions are in meters. As shown fro
om the figure the proportions of
the SeaDragon vary greatly from traditionall hull forms.

d in the table below.
The vehicles particulars are provided
TABLE 2
VEHICLE PARTIC
CULARS
Maximum Length
2.3
Waterline Length
0.62
Maximum Beam
1.6
Waterline Beam
0.6
7.3
Height (keel to antenna)
1.5
Freeboard
3.7
Draft
800
Displacement
0.070
Waterplane Area
Internal Payload Capacityy 0.203
Energy Storage Capacity
0.120
Payload Capacity
120

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
kg
m2
m3
m3
kg

Given the need to examine both above
a
and below waterline
features of a target, the system haas been designed with the
maximum acceptable draft as defined by the deployment
limitations for dockside operations. This draft exceeds what
would be expected in a traditional mono-hull
m
design of similar
displacement. In maintaining such
h a high aspect ratio the
vehicle attempts to take advantage of the local current profile
that a moving target floating body finds itself in. Utilizing a
deep draft for the SeaDragon will
w allow the vehicle to
passively drift with a target floatin
ng body. The intent is to
allow the vehicle to drift with the tarrget floating body and only
use propulsion power to make corrections to the attitude of the
vehicle or to return to the appropriaate offset distance from the
target. In this way the vehicle wiill conserve power during
deployment thereby increasing itss overall endurance. The
vehicle’s draft is also designed to be sufficient such that
payloads placed low on the vehiclle will be well below the
effect of small surface waves. For example to collect
water shape of an iceberg
measurements related to the underw
several sonar payloads will be utilizzed. These payloads will be
installed on the lower most spar off the vehicle allowing for a
low noise and unobstructed aperture through which to collect
data.

B. Improved Relative Motions
With a small water plane area relative to its displaced
volume in water the SeaDragon will behave ssimilarly to a spar
buoy. More specifically in the heave directiion the USC will
behave like a compound spar as described by Tucker [13].
Spar type floating bodies can be designedd to achieve low
relative heave motions in the presence of reegular waves.[14]
For long time scale waves the vehicle will haave a response of
unity. At high frequencies of encounter, hhigher than their
natural heave frequency, spar type floating bodies have low
relative heave motions. The vehicle’s heave bbehaviour around
the natural heave frequency will be controlledd through viscous
damping [13] In addition, out of phase forces will be
developed due to the additional pressure forrces acting on the
horizontal planar surfaces acting as heavee plates. Tucker
describes the capacity to tune a compound spar by reducing
the overall water plane area while maintaining the
displacement of a spar[13] Work is currenntly underway to
estimate the effectiveness of the prototype dessign.
which rely on a
Unlike traditional displacement hulls, w
shifting center of buoyancy to provide a righhting moment, the
SeaDragon relies on the separation betweeen the center of
buoyancy and its center of gravity. This separation can be
tuned by moving the ballast weights vertically thereby
adjusting the center of gravity and in turn adjusting the overall
stiffness of the vehicle in pitch and roll. As designed, the USC
has an overturning moment of approximately 1700 Nm.
It is expected that data collected from the payloads such as
the radar and camera systems as well as thee sonar platforms
will be improved by using a platform witth lower relative
motions than is traditionally available in ssmall scale (<3m
length over all <100kg) unmanned vehicles.

The SeaDragon consists of two prrimary submerged volumes
connected using slender struts. Unliike other semi-submersible
unmanned vehicle designs, which
h rely on hydrodynamic
forces to submerge the primary buo
oyancy members [12], the
SeaDragon maintains a constant mean
m
draft while underway
and at rest. This allows for the vehicle to transit at low speeds
minimizing the introduction of mottion induced noise into the
collected data sets. The vehicles upper
u
and lower struts are
faired using a modified hydrofo
oil design based on the
symmetric NACA4 digit series with
h a maximum thickness of
50% of the overall foil length. All structural
s
components have
been faired using primitively shapeed fairings. These fairings
use an elliptical profile in an effort to reduce form drag while
keeping the wetted surface to a miniimum. Space has also been
reserved within the fairings for smalll external payloads. All of
the fairings are built using foam and
a plywood encased in a
glass fiber and epoxy composite material. These materials
were chosen for their ease of repairr, corrosion resistance, and
good strength to weight properties.
D. Structural Design
The vehicles primary structuree consists of a welded
aluminum skeleton and primarry buoyancy chambers.
Aluminum has been chosen for its high strength to weight
ratio, favorable corrosion resistan
nce and cost. Alternative
materials such as stainless steel and
d composite materials were
considered in the design process. Finite element methods and
ve been used to design the
classical theoretical approaches hav
structure to withstand the expected design
d
loads.

C. System Layout
The general arrangement of the vehicle is shown in Figure
2.

Figure 4. Structural Framing of SeaDraagon Unmanned Surface Craft.

Figure 3. General Arrangement of the Unmanned Surrface Craft
SeaDragon

E. Launch and Recovery
a
with the
One of the challenging problems associated
SeaDragon prototype is the launch and
a successful recovery of
the vehicle. At approximately 800kg
g displacement and having
a bounding box with a maximum dim
mension of 7m makes the
SeaDragon a difficult device to deplloy. This is true for fixed

infrastructure and the problem is compoundedd when
considering a dynamic marine platform.
Given the large overall size of the vehicle it is not possible
to store or work on the vehicle in its verrtical orientation.
Instead, a custom built launch and recoveryy cradle has been
developed for use from a wharf or comm
mercial vessel of
opportunity.
During the launch sequence the vehicle will be lifted using
a standard boom crane and positioned above tthe water surface.
Once over the deployment site the vehicle willl be lowered into
the water. As the vehicle becomes immeersed the natural
righting moment will ensure that the vehicle rights itself once
released from the crane. This sequence is depicted sequentially
for the launch sequence in Figure 5. As the vvehicle is lowered
into the water and the buoyancy members beecome submerged
a righting moment will develop which will rigght the vehicle as
shown in Figure 5. Once the vehicle has righhted itself launch
and recovery personnel in a small dingy wiill disconnect the
lifting harness from the crane hook and stow the cables on the
vehicle to be used for recovery.

by Torqeedo®. The batteries are wiired in parallel providing a
nominal voltage of 25.9V an
nd 5,370Whrs[16] The
specifications for the propulsion system as selected are
provided below.
TABLE 4
TORQEEDO® CRUISE 2.0 AND
A
POWER 26-104
SPECIFICATIION
Torqueedo® Cruise T2.0
Power
2000
W
Efficiency
56
%
Bollard Thrust
115
lbs
V
Voltage
24
Torqeedo() Power 26-104
25.99
V
Voltage
2,685
Wh
Capacity
LiNMC
Chemisty

Based on preliminary estimatess it is expected that the
propulsion system will be capablee of reaching the desired
cruising speed of 6 knots. An estim
mation of the resistance of
the vehicle at various speeds is curreently being completed.
G. Controls System
The SeaDragon control system haas been designed based on
the previous work at the AOSL on surface craft SeaCat. [15]
Under this scheme the system is brroken into sub-systems, or
nodes, by function. Communicatio
on between each node is
achieved using a bus type architeccture following a modified
Controller Area Network (CAN) prrotocol [15]. Each node is
named for its associated role aboaard a marine vehicle. For
example, the Navigator node interfaces with the differential
GPS and weather station. Similarly, all systems communicate
with the vehicle control node, also known
k
as the Captain node.
The system layout is shown in the fiigure below.

Figure 5. Deployment Sequence of SeaDraagon USC.

Recovery of the vehicle requires that personnnel in an
inflatable dingy approach the vehicle and attaach the cranes
hook to the lifting harness. Once the lifting hoook has been
attached the vehicle will be lifted out of the w
water. As the
buoyant sections of the vehicle are removed fr
from the water
the vehicle will roll and achieve the same orieentation as was
used during deployment. Once free of the watter the vehicle
will be placed back into its deployment cradlee for storage,
maintenance, and transport.
F. Propulsion System
Twin Torqeedo® Cruise 2.0 propulsion units have been
selected for use on the SeaDragon based oon previous work
conducted with the SeaCat unmanned catam
maran [15] These
units were selected for their rated efficienncy and ease of
integration with the Power 26-104 battery paccks also provided

Figure 6. System Architecturee and Interconnections.

The high level control on board the vehicle is handled by a
Beagle Board which runs an embedded Ubuntu based
operating system. Future plans include shifting to the more
specialized Robotic Operating System (ROS) for prototyping
higher level behaviours including path planning. Low level
control and communications are handled by the ARM based
MBED microcontrollers. These components have been
selected based on the integration work completed with
previous vehicles within the AOSL [15].
The modular approach to system design has been selected
for the improved ability to troubleshoot individual system
elements. As well, breaking the system down into functional
blocks allows for convenient power management. The
SeaDragon has the capability to turn all individual nodes on or
off depending on the operational needs. The vehicle has an
independent battery bank for the vehicle control system and
payloads. This battery system is composed of six lithium iron
phosphate packs. These six 3.2V packs are wired in series
yielding a total output of 19.2V and a total battery capacity of
770 Whrs.
V. PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
The prototype vehicle is approaching mechanical completion.
Shown below are photographs of the structural framework
being assembled as well as the primary buoyancy section. The
prototype vehicle is expected to be completed in July 2014.

terms of efficiency and accuracy. The simulation model is
being developed to allow for offline experimentation with the
control algorithms and allow for efficient mission planning.
The models will be compared against data collected during
both the field trials and tank tests. Tank testing is expected to
take place at the Marine Institutes flume tank. The data
collected will be used as input to validate the numerical
models being developed. An outcome of this work will be the
selection of methods and tools to use to model and evaluate
similar vehicle designs.
VII. CONCLUSION
The unmanned surface craft SeaDragon is currently under
development by the Autonomous Ocean Systems Lab. It has
been designed with ice reconnaissance and ice berg profiling
as its primary mission. The focus has been on the development
of a large scale model vehicle to be used to validate the
ongoing numerical modeling work and offer insight into the
potential pitfalls of the design. The development of the
SeaDragon began in Sept 2012. The current prototype design
is presented. The vehicle proportions have been described as
well as the expected benefits of the prototype. A prototype
vehicle based on the described design is currently under
construction. The prototype is expected to be completed in
July 2014. Ongoing research is being completed which
investigates the most effective modeling methods and tools for
vehicles of similar design.
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